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Science | A challenge to evangelicals who have backed 

away from an historic Adam, using a theologically 

informed look at ape ancestry genetic claims  

As the battle between Darwinism and the Bible rages, some evangelicals have backed away 

from maintaining that Adam and Eve were real, historical individuals created in the way 

Genesis 2 relates:  

“… the LORD God formed the man of dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the 

breath of life, and the man became a living creature. … So the LORD God caused a deep 

sleep to fall upon the man, and while he slept took one of his ribs and closed up its place with 

flesh. And the rib that the LORD God had taken from the man he made into a woman and 

brought her to the man.”   

In a just-published article from the Westminster Theological Journal, Westminster 

Theological Seminary professor Vern Poythress brilliantly explains why such a surrender is 

wrong biblically and scientifically. Poythress, with both a Th.D. and a Harvard Ph.D. in 

mathematics, is well-positioned to write about both theology and evolutionary theory. He has 

published 13 books, including Redeeming Science and Redeeming Sociology, and numerous 

scholarly articles. We post this new one with the author’s and WTJ’s permission. —Marvin 

Olasky   

Adam versus claims from genetics  

Did Adam and Eve exist? Does science say otherwise? The human genome project has 

produced voluminous data about the information contained in human DNA. Various news 

media and scientists tell us that this information demonstrates our ape ancestry. How do we 

evaluate these claims?  
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Evaluation is important for theological reasons. As the 

claims based on genetics have mounted, the theological discussion about Adam has heated up. 

From people with biblical and theological training we hear the argument that we must revise 

our understanding of the Bible and theology because we have to accept that evolution is an 

established fact.[1] In response, we hear the opposing argument that the Bible and theology 

call on us to retain the conviction that Adam was a historical individual whose fall into sin 

resulted in guilt and sin for all his descendants.[2] On both sides, people with training in 

biblical studies have understandably avoided discussing in detail the character of the scientific 

claims, and yet these have obviously greatly influenced the side that has abandoned the 

traditional understanding of Adam.[3] It is important to undertake a theologically informed 

evaluation of claims coming from genetics.  

We cannot within a short compass examine all the claims and all the evidence in detail. But 

we can summarize some of the main points, and direct readers to more extensive information.  

I. Ninety-nine percent common DNA  

We may begin with a commonly cited statistic, the 99 percent identity between human DNA 

and chimp DNA. In 2005 the Cornell University News Service reported: “Chimpanzees and 

humans share a common ancestor, and even today 99 percent of the two species’ DNA is 

identical.”[4] In 2010 the University of California at San Francisco News mentioned the same 

figure: “The genetic codes of chimps and humans are 99 percent identical.”[5] In 2005 the 

National Institutes of Health News reported, “Our closest living relatives share perfect 

identity with 96 percent of our DNA sequence.”[6]  

But assessing these claims is more challenging than it may appear. Note that the NIH report 

mentions 96 percent instead of 99 percent. Why? The same NIH report also includes the 

figure of 99 percent further on in its description, so none of the figures is an error. It turns out 

that the 99 percent figure arises by using a number of restrictions: (1) ignore repetitive 

portions, (2) compare only sequences that can be aligned naturally with one another, and (3) 

consider only base-pair substitutions, not “indels” (see below).  



Comparisons of this kind get technical, because there can be several kinds of correspondence 

and noncorrespondence between DNA strands. Let us lay out briefly some of the issues. At 

the level of molecular structure, DNA contains a “code” composed of four “letters,” namely, 

ACGT (the letters stand for four distinct bases, adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine). The 

DNA code uses a particular sequence of letters, such as ATTGTTCTCGGC, to specify the 

exact sequence of amino acids that are to be used to construct a protein.[7] Human DNA and 

chimp DNA align when one finds the same sequence of letters in both kinds of DNA:  

 

A variation is called a “substitution” when there is a different letter at some one point in the 

sequence:  

 

(The T does not match the G in the middle of the sequence.) A variation is called an “indel” 

(short for insertion/deletion) when one of the sequences has extra letters:  

 

If the comparison focuses only on substitutions within aligned protein-coding regions, the 

match is 99 percent. Indels constitute roughly a 3 percent difference in addition to the one 

percent for substitutions, leading to the figure of 96 percent offered by the NIH.  

II. Or less  

But we have only begun. The 96 percent figure deals only with DNA regions where an 

alignment or partially matching sequence can be found. It turns out that not all the regions of 

human DNA align with chimp DNA. A technical article in 2002 reported that 28 percent of 

the total DNA had to be excluded because of alignment problems, and that “for 7% of the 

chimpanzee sequences, no region with similarity could be detected in the human genome.”[8]  

Even when there is alignment, the alignment with other primate DNA may be closer than the 

alignment with chimp DNA: “For about 23% of our genome, we share no immediate genetic 

ancestry with our closest living relative, the chimpanzee. This encompasses genes and exons 

to the same extent as intergenic regions.”[9] The study in question analyzed similarities with 

the orangutan, gorilla, and rhesus monkey, and found cases where human DNA aligns better 

with one of these than with chimpanzees.  

III. The challenge of interpreting data  

The data from the human genome project and similar projects for chimpanzees and other 

animals has to be interpreted. It does not interpret itself. What is the significance of the 



similarities? Do they in fact show that human beings have ape ancestry? Do they imply that 

we are little more than naked apes? Do they tell us who we are as human beings?  

The reigning framework for the interpretation of genetic information and biological origin is 

Darwinism. Darwinism is much more than the observation that we can breed dogs or that we 

can study the effects of mutations in fruit flies.[10] Darwinism says that all kinds of living 

things came into being by purely gradualistic processes. In the popular mind, and indeed also 

among many scientists, Darwinism also involves the additional assumption that the process of 

change over time was unguided and purposeless—in other words, God, if He exists, is absent. 

When applied to the question of human origins, Darwinism implies that we are here by 

accident, and the kind of race that we are is an accident. Darwinism excludes design by a 

supernatural Designer; it also excludes in principle the idea of a sudden origin of a new kind 

of living thing through direct creation from nonliving material, or through multiple 

simultaneous mutations, or through large scale reorganization of living cells, or any kind of 

event that could realistically have taken place only through the presence of a Designer.  

We must take into account the influence of Darwinism as a framework, because the 

framework guides how people interpret the significance of genetic similarities. The 

similarities exist—of that there is no doubt. But what do they mean?  

IV. No purpose?  

First, we should distinguish two issues, the issue of purpose and the issue of gradual 

processes. They are distinct. According to the teaching of the Bible, God is continually 

involved in ruling the world providentially. He is intimately involved in regular, gradual 

processes; His presence is not confined to miracles or exceptions. The following verses in the 

Bible illustrate God’s involvement:  

“You [God] make springs gush forth in the valleys” (Psalm 104:10).  

“You cause the grass to grow for the livestock  

and plants for man to cultivate” (Psalm 104:14).  

“You make darkness, and it is night” (Psalm 104:20).  

“When you send forth your Spirit,  

they [the next generation of animals] are created,  

and you renew the face of the ground” (Psalm 104:30).  

In particular, God is active in the formation of human life in a mother’s womb:  

“For you formed my inward parts;  

you knitted me together in my mother’s womb” (Psalm 139:13).  

God is active as primary cause in addition to the secondary causes that are involved in spring 

water, the growth of grass, the coming of darkness, the birth of animals, and the gestation and 

birth of human beings. God has purposes in all these events. Within the picture presented in 

the Bible, scientific analysis of the secondary causes describes how God brings about His 

purposes—He does so through gradual processes.  
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Now for the sake of argument let us suppose that the mainstream picture of gradualism is true, 

that is, purely gradual processes produced all living things. That picture is completely 

compatible with God having done it all for His own purposes.[11] When Darwinism says that 

the process is “purposeless,” it might mean merely that scientific research, narrowly 

conceived, is not competent to discern the purposes, but only the processes. But in the popular 

mind, Darwinism is much more: It implies that the purposelessness of the process is 

definitively established. And that claim overreaches the evidence and the competence of 

science. It is really a philosophical and religious claim. It makes sense only if a person already 

knows or believes that God does not exist or that God cannot have purposes that He is 

accomplishing in gradual processes. The belief is simply smuggled in; it is not an inference 

just from raw data.  
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Moreover, the belief about absence of purpose has the potential for feeding back into 

scientific investigation and influencing scientific interpretation. If there is no God or no 

purpose, gradualism is virtually the only option, and adherents may cling to it uncritically.[12]  

V. Gradualism  

Now consider the second issue, the issue of gradualism. According to the picture in the Bible, 

God can work as He wishes. Many times He works through gradual processes, as we have 

observed. The regularity of these processes reflects God’s faithfulness. But He is not a 

prisoner underneath these processes. His rule over the world is what establishes the processes 

in the first place.[13] He is free to work exceptionally, whenever He wishes. The experimental 

aspect of science is possible because of the regularities in God’s rule. But, rightly understood, 

science is subject to God and cannot presume to dictate to Him what He has to do. It cannot 

forbid exceptions. Thus, exceptions are possible in the case of one-time, unrepeatable events, 

such as the origin of the universe, the origin of the first life, and the origin of human beings. 

The gradual processes that represent the usual means for God’s rule may have exceptions.  

It has now become customary for mainstream representatives of Darwinism to say that the 

discussion of possible exceptions is not a matter of science but of religion. Of course it 

depends on how one defines science. But it also depends on how one defines religion. If 

Darwinism says that the events involving the origins of living things are purposeless, it is 

making a quasi-religious claim about the lack of God’s involvement. If it says that there are 

no exceptions to gradualism, it is also presuming that it knows beforehand how God will 

interact with life, and that too is a religious claim. Atheism is a “religion” in this sense, 

because it makes a claim about God, namely, that He does not exist. And Darwinism is a 

“religion” in this sense, because it makes claims about the involvement of God.  

The important feature here is that within the mainstream of modern culture Darwinism is not 

seen as religious, but merely “neutral” and “scientific.” Why? Because the religious 

assumptions have already been incorporated into the “scientific” theory in the form of 

underlying assumptions about lack of purpose and gradualism. We are simply told that “this is 

how science is done.”[14] Because of the cultural prestige of science and scientists, many 

people simply accept the present state of things as if it were the only possibility. But once we 



question the underlying assumptions, it becomes clear that there are other possible ways of 

construing the meaning of science: Science studies the regularities of God’s providential rule, 

and can do so without making assumptions that ban the idea of divine purposes or ban God’s 

exceptional acts.  

VI. Interpreting the evidence  

Now we can return to consider the similarities between human DNA and chimp DNA. What 

is the meaning of this evidence? It depends on the framework that we have for interpreting the 

evidence. If our framework is Darwinism, with its purposelessness and gradualism, clearly the 

similarities confirm the standard picture of gradualism. We postulate a gradual series of 

mutations by which a common pool of ancestors gradually separated into a proto-human and a 

proto-chimp line. The evidence confirms the framework because we already have the 

framework.  

If, on the other hand, we use a framework in which God has purposes, He may act either 

gradually or exceptionally. Whichever means He uses, the DNA is fundamentally His design. 

The similarities are the product of His intelligent design. Both the similarities and the 

differences have purposes in the mind of God (though we ought not to presume to claim 

detailed knowledge about all His purposes). They testify to His wisdom, whether He brought 

about the present situation by gradual processes or by one or more exceptional acts. We 

cannot presume to say just how He did it without looking both at the data and whatever we 

have come to know about God.  

The most striking genetic similarities between humans and chimps lie in many of the protein 

coding regions within the DNA. That is understandable from the standpoint of design, 

because proteins are the backbone of chemical machinery inside a cell. Cells have to have 

machinery for metabolism, for cell division, for translating DNA into proteins, for dealing 

with toxins, and for responding to the environment. The machinery has to accomplish many 

of the same things in cells of many kinds, so it should not be surprising that there are 

similarities among proteins not only between man and chimpanzee but throughout the world 

of living things. God may have brought about these marvelous similarities through gradual 

processes, if He so chose; but it is up to Him.[15]  

Given the prevailing Darwinist framework, it is natural that media reports should concentrate 

on the striking similarities in protein coding regions, because these allegedly confirm the 

Darwinian framework. In popular reports, difficulties rising from dissimilarities in other 

regions of DNA are left in silence, with the expectation that these will be explained by the 

same framework some time in the future. Without any malicious intent, the evidence naturally 

selected to put in the forefront is the “confirming” evidence rather than evidence that is still 

problematic. But before ordinary people are bowled over by the claims, they should ask 

themselves whether the claims are colored by the assumptions of the framework.[16]  

Does it make sense that God would create human beings with so much similarity to animals? 

Again, it is up to God how He wants to do it. If He wants to make similarities, He can do so—

however many similarities He wants. We have to investigate, not presume beforehand to 

know how He would do it.  

The Bible does not offer details about chemical composition or other technical matters about 

the human body. God had the Bible written for all of us, to tell us about Himself and about 



what is important for our practical living, not to overwhelm us with technical details that 

many people would not understand. But it is interesting that the Bible does give hints 

concerning similarities between human beings and the animal world. Genesis 2:7 says that, 

when God made man, “the man became a living creature.” The expression “living creature” is 

the same as the expression used in Genesis 1:20, 21, and 24 to describe animals. Man is 

created from “dust from the ground” (2:7), which also hints at the common material stuff 

making up his body. Man made in the image of God is supreme over the animals (1:28), but 

He also has a definite solidarity with them. The language about “the image of God” 

underlines human uniqueness, but even here there is a subordinate similarity. The Bible 

indicates that Adam fathered a son “after his image” (Genesis 5:3). This imaging process 

through fathering has analogies to animal reproduction, such as even ancient people could 

observe. The common pattern of fathering derives by analogy from God, who is God the 

Father in relation to His divine Son.[17] This divine original pattern is reflected in an 

analogical fashion in all the patterns of similarity that we see among living things.  

VII. Miracles and solidarity  

We can illustrate the principle of solidarity in other kinds of cases. John 2:1-11 describes a 

miracle in which Jesus turned water into wine. If a scientist had been there to test the product, 

would the wine have tasted, smelled, and looked like ordinary wine? Would its chemical 

composition have been the same as wine? We do not know the details, but it is certainly a 

reasonable possibility that God would choose to work a miracle in such a way that the product 

would fit naturally into the world that He had already made.  

Matthew 1:18-25 and Luke 1:34-37 indicate that Jesus was born of a virgin. If a scientist had 

been able to test a sample of DNA from Jesus’ cells, would he have found a normal human Y 

chromosome, such as is present in the human DNA of men but not women? The Bible does 

not speak directly about such details, but Hebrews 2:14, 17; 4:15, and other passages indicate 

that Jesus was fully human. (Other passages, of course, indicate that He is also fully divine. 

He is one person with two natures, a divine nature and a human nature. This is a great 

mystery.) It is reasonable to infer that Jesus’ full humanity extended even to details like the Y 

chromosome. If so, the Y chromosome is an example of a thorough-going DNA match that 

was not the product of ordinary mammalian reproductive processes. The match is the product 

of a miracle, and it has a clear divine purpose, namely, that Jesus should be fully human, in 

solidarity with the rest of humanity, so that He might represent us as our sin bearer and high 

priest: “Therefore he had to be made like his brothers in every respect, so that he might 

become a merciful and faithful high priest in the service of God, to make propitiation for the 

sins of the people” (Hebrews 2:17).  

(Of course some people may reject water becoming wine and the virgin birth because they 

reject miracles in principle. But that is another issue. If God is God, He can work miracles 

when He chooses.)  

Jesus’ virgin birth is clearly a most exceptional case, but it shows that we must reckon with 

more than one possible account for DNA matches. The solidarity of human beings with 

animals and with primates belongs to a different order than solidarity within the human race, 

but the broad principle of solidarity remains.[18] John Bloom perceptively asks, “Does man 

have to be different to be proof that God made him directly?” The answer is no.[19]  
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VIII. Do percentages matter?  

Now for the sake of argument, suppose that human DNA had matched chimp DNA in 99 

percent of the cases all along the DNA strands, not merely in cases of single-base 

substitutions in aligned regions. What would that prove? Within a Darwinian framework, it 

might suggest that human beings are merely one more primate. But if God exists and is 

interested in human beings—if indeed He created human beings uniquely in His image, as the 

Bible indicates (Genesis 1:26-27)—the essential character of human nature is not to be found 

in quantitative comparisons in the chemistry of DNA. A merely quantitative approach to 

human nature is part and parcel of a materialistic worldview, where virtually everything 

reduces in the end to matter and motion. On the other hand, if persons are significant, because 

God made them, it matters little what is their exact chemical make-up. What matters is that 

they are persons who can relate to God who is personal. The framework for interpretation is 

different, and that framework leads to a different assessment of the significance of humanity. 

The question of genetic similarity remains of interest to scientists, but it is entirely secondary 

to the question of human significance.[20]  

IX. Junk DNA  

About 1.2 percent of human DNA has code that is translated into proteins.[21] What about all 

the rest? When geneticists became aware of noncoding DNA, the Darwinist framework 

provided an explanation. Noncoding DNA was interpreted as giving us a record of broken 

evolutionary pieces that no longer had a function—it was “junk” DNA.[22] Francis Collins 

pointed to this “junk” as one evidence for the gradualistic character of human genetic 

origins.[23]  

But further research has uncovered many positive functions in what was formerly termed 

“junk.” The ENCODE project (the “Encyclopedia of DNA Elements”) has endeavored to 

catalog systematically the noncoding DNA, and reports that more than 80 percent “have now 

been assigned at least one biochemical function.”[24] The leader of the ENCODE project 

accordingly called for retiring the word “junk.”[25]  

X. The function of the framework  

Is Darwinism in trouble? In one sense, no, because Darwinism has become a flexible 

framework. Is 98 percent of the genome alleged to be nonfunctional? No problem, because it 

confirms that Darwinian evolution is messy. Is at least 80 percent of it functional? No 

problem, because it confirms how efficient natural selection, mutations, and DNA 

rearrangements are in producing superb fitness and complex functionality.  

Many kinds of evidence can be fit plausibly into the Darwinian framework, because the 

framework itself has evolved over a hundred years to provide space to accommodate 

evidence.[26] The pervasiveness of the framework makes it difficult for people to stand back 

far enough to ask crucial questions.[27] Should we exercise skepticism about reigning 

assumptions? Should we ask whether the framework as a whole needs questioning? A few 

people see problems. Nobel Prize winner Robert B. Laughlin complains:  

“Most important of all, however, the presence of such corollaries [from mass behavior in solid 

state physics] raises the concern that much of present-day biological knowledge is ideological. 
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A key symptom of ideological thinking is the explanation that has no implications and cannot 

be tested. I call such logical dead ends antitheories because they have exactly the opposite 

effect of real theories: they stop thinking rather than stimulate it. Evolution by natural 

selection, for instance, which Charles Darwin originally conceived as a great theory, has 

lately come to function more as an antitheory, called upon to cover up embarrassing 

experimental shortcomings and legitimize findings that are at best questionable and at worst 

not even wrong. Your protein defies the laws of mass action? Evolution did it! Your 

complicated mess of chemical reactions turns into a chicken? Evolution! The human brain 

works on logical principles no computer can emulate? Evolution is the cause! Sometimes one 

hears it argued that the issue is moot because biochemistry is a fact-based discipline for which 

theories are neither helpful nor wanted. The argument is false, for theories are needed for 

formulating experiments. Biology has plenty of theories. They are just not discussed—or 

scrutinized—in public. The ostensibly noble repudiation of theoretical prejudice is, in fact, a 

cleverly disguised antitheory, whose actual function is to evade the requirement for logical 

consistency as a means of eliminating falsehood.”[28]  

One basic problem is that gradualism has become a built-in, unchallengeable assumption of 

the theory. In cases where gradualism is difficult to manage, Darwinism papers over the 

difficulties by citing other kinds of confirmatory evidence, by assuring us that the theory is 

well-established (“fact”), that the presence of the final form demonstrates that there must be a 

gradualistic path leading to it,[29] and that the difficulties would dissolve if we had more 

information. Scientists trust in current scientific theories, and in many cases the trust is 

warranted. But such trust is a form of faith, and it is unwise to denounce those who find 

themselves unable to muster the same faith.  

XI. Does nonfunctionality matter?  

And now, for the sake of argument, suppose it were the case that 98 percent of the human 

genome were biochemically nonfunctional. Would this outcome be decisive for our 

understanding of human nature and human origins? No, because we do not know the mind of 

God. Nonfunctionality, if it had existed, would still have to be interpreted, and it takes a 

framework to do this interpretation. More than one framework is possible, as we have already 

pointed out. If the framework is Darwinism, then nonfunctionality confirms Darwinian claims 

about the purposeless character of evolution. If the framework includes an affirmation of 

God’s providential control—an affirmation found repeatedly in the Bible—then God has His 

purposes, whether or not we can discern them. Many of the ways of God are past finding out. 

The fact that we cannot figure out purposes does not mean that God does not have any.  

And there is at least one possible purpose that is actually suggested by the Bible’s teaching on 

the creation of man—namely, solidarity. Man is created both to rule and to have solidarity 

with the animals and plants over which he rules. The solidarity may be extensive, and if some 

DNA were to prove not to have biochemical functionality, it might still include either 

reminders of the fall of man, or reminders that the original unfallen creation, though good, 

was a beginning point that would lead to something even better, a new heavens and a new 

earth (Revelation 21:1). Thus, even if, for the sake of argument, we were to imagine for 

ourselves a world in which large amounts of DNA are nonfunctional from a narrow, 

biochemical point of view, it might still be the case that God could give it a “function” at a 

completely different level, as an expression of either solidarity or reminders of the fall or 

reminders of hope for the future. It is presumptuous to assume that, if we could find no 
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function within narrow boundaries, we could draw firm conclusions about the purposes of 

God or lack of purpose.  

XII. The minimum population bottleneck  

We should also consider arguments about population size. A number of claims have been 

made based on studies of the present genetic diversity in the human population. Statistical 

analysis allegedly shows that there never was a single original human pair, but a larger 

population; figures of 5,000 or 10,000 are sometimes encountered as minimal figures for any 

population “bottleneck” in human ancestry.  

(A “bottleneck” is a point in time at which the population of a group temporarily falls to a 

small number. A population can fall suddenly if a famine or plague or other disaster suddenly 

wipes out most of the population.)  

For example, a 1994 study by Francisco Ayala et al. focused on polymorphisms (multiple 

variations among aligned DNA sequences) that “are shared among contemporary 

species.”[30] Since the polymorphisms are shared by two or more species, they must have 

been passed on from a group of common ancestors, and the group must have been large 

enough to contain all of the variations in DNA sequences that match across species. The paper 

estimates that any population bottleneck must have included “several thousand 

individuals.”[31]  

The result sounds impressive, but there are difficulties. The particular genomic area on which 

Ayala’s study focused was the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), which is involved in 

immune response. This particular area changes more rapidly over time than most other areas 

of the genome, because human beings and other animals are forced to adapt in their immune 

systems to new challenges from attacking parasites, bacteria, and other invaders. Moreover, 

new invasive threats may confront human beings and other animals simultaneously, and 

similar changes in the MHC may take place in more than one species in response to the 

challenges. So similarities in variations in the MHC of different species may result from 

common invasive challenges. A 2006 article reexamines the MHC evidence and concludes 

that “most MHC diversity is de novo generated [i.e., within the human species] and not the 

result of trans-species inheritance as initially thought (Figueroa et al. 1988; Lawlor et al. 

1988). This result finally puts the MHC in line with the bulk of population and evolutionary 

genetics data, which firmly conclude that a narrow bottleneck [!] has occurred at the origin of 

our species (Cann et al. 1987; Hammer 1995), a fact inconsistent with massive flow of alleles 

from one species to the next as required by the trans-species postulate (Ayala et al. 

1994).”[32]  

Notably, the quotation just given cites Ayala’s 1994 paper and implies that it is now obsolete.  

Dennis Venema cites several lines of evidence concerning human population size.[33] One 

paper by Albert Tenesa et al. analyzes linkage disequilibrium.[34] We cannot enter into the 

details of the technical analysis. Tenesa’s paper depends on assumptions about constant rates 

of mutation and constant rates for chromosomal crossovers (recombinations). Even granted 

these assumptions, the study indicates that there is an effective limitation to how far one can 

probe into the past.[35] Information based on correlations between nearer locations on a 

chromosome probes further into the past, but the analysis always results in figures that 

represent a rough average over many generations in the human population. Consequently, the 



principal figures, like 3,100 for non-African populations and 7,500 for the African population, 

represent average populations over many generations.[36] They say nothing one way or the 

other about whether the size decreased rapidly to two individuals in the more distant past.  

Another line of evidence uses cases where human DNA matches gorilla DNA more closely 

than chimpanzee DNA. Two supporting technical papers that Venema cites assume that 

common ancestry is the explanation for these similarities, and then use mathematical models 

to estimate the average and minimal population of the group of common ancestors for humans 

and chimpanzees. One paper gives as a principal figure a population of 52,000 to 96,000,[37] 

while the other gives 12,000 to 21,000.[38] If one grants all the assumptions leading to these 

figures, they describe the time at which lineages that would eventually lead to humans and to 

chimpanzees initially separated. They say nothing directly about whether there was a later 

bottleneck in the population size in the lineage leading to humans.[39] By leaving the 

question open, the paper does not in fact exclude the possibility of a bottleneck consisting in a 

single pair—Adam and Eve.  

We should, however, be careful to note what assumptions go into the paper near its beginning. 

The paper assumes that a purely gradualistic process led to the human race, and then tries to 

calculate, based on that assumption and others, what might be the average population size at 

the time at which the proto-chimp and proto-human lineages initially diverged. The built-in 

assumptions imply that a later bottleneck consisting in a single human pair would still be 

purely gradualistic in nature: The key pair would have arisen by normal processes of primate 

birth and growth, and would differ only gradualistically from their parents. The assumption of 

gradualism thus leads to an overall picture that differs from the biblical teaching on Adam and 

Eve. But the differences arise from the assumption of gradualism, not from the genetic 

evidence in itself.  

Another paper uses genetic diversity among humans today to estimate average population size 

over the remote past, and offers nine different estimates in the region of 10,000.[40] But these 

numbers depend on models that assume a constant population size through many 

generations.[41] The figures are in fact giving us rough averages over long periods of time, so 

they say nothing about the possibility of two original individuals.  

XIII. How long ago did Adam and Eve live?  

The studies from population genetics do seem to suggest long periods for the past of human 

populations. Figures of 40,000 years, 100,000 years, or more crop up in various articles. How 

do we evaluate these large figures? To begin with, we should observe that these figures all 

depend on mathematical models that rely on assumptions about the past. The models assume 

that the past is like the present, and that the rates of mutation and other genetic processes 

remain the same. If we receive the Bible’s instruction, we must be cautious about such 

assumptions. The assumptions may be right, but then again they may not: The fall into sin 

resulted in a curse that may have had extended, multi-generational effects on mankind.  

In addition, we should try to understand the information that the Bible is giving us with its 

genealogical records (primarily in Genesis 5 and 10). In his famous chronological 

calculations, Archbishop Ussher assumed that the main genealogical records in Genesis 5 and 

10 had no gaps, that is, that they had omitted no names for intermediate generations. Using 

that assumption, he calculated backward to a date for creation in 4004 B.C. But the Bible does 

not say anywhere that its genealogies have no gaps. Moreover, the genealogy in Matthew1:2-
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16 places the name of Uzziah immediately after Joram (v. 8). When it does so, it omits the 

names of the intervening generations, Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah, which 2 Chronicles 22–

25 mentions. Matthew 1:8 thus has a “gap.”  

William Henry Green did an extensive analysis of biblical genealogies and concluded that 

they may contain gaps.[42] If they do, the gaps mean that we cannot use Ussher’s procedure 

of adding up the years in the genealogies to obtain a date for the creation of Adam and Eve. 

The Bible simply does not tell us how long ago it was. Thus, Adam and Eve may have lived 

further back in time.[43]  

XIV. Three sides to the analysis  

The question about Adam and Eve is challenging for several reasons. For one thing, research 

on the genomic information in primates and in other living things continues at a great pace. 

What looked like firm conclusions in the excitement at an early stage may be modified later. 

We need patience to assess the research.  

In the midst of rapidly expanding research, popular claims made in the name of science easily 

fall victim to one of three failings: They overreach or exaggerate the implications of evidence, 

they misread the significance of technical research, or they argue in a circle by assuming the 

principle of purely gradualistic evolution at the beginning of their analysis.  

In addition, the question about Adam and Eve contains several dimensions. It has a scientific 

side, because scientific reasoning about hominid bones[44] or DNA similarities or population 

genetics is being cited in favor of dismissing Adam and Eve.[45] For the most part we have 

focused on this scientific side. But the question also has a side focusing on biblical 

interpretation, since one of the questions is what the Bible teaches in the various passages that 

mention Adam or Eve or both.[46] It has a theological side, because theology undertakes the 

task of summarizing the teaching of the Bible as a whole, and asking about its implications for 

our own understanding of Christianity; for our understanding of ourselves as human beings 

(are we descended from Adam, whose one sin has resulted in universal human sin?); and for 

our living.[47]  

XV. Commitments  

I am a follower of Christ. So I do not come to this issue in a religiously neutral way.[48] But 

neither does anyone else. Science itself cannot be practiced without a prescientific faith or 

trust.[49] For example, scientists must believe (1) that the world displays regularities, (2) that 

human beings have minds so attuned to these regularities that they have a chance of 

discerning them, (3) that examination of the world and experimentation concerning its 

regularities are ethically legitimate, and (4) that scientists ought to and for the most part do 

remain honest in their examination of the world and their reports of their conclusions.  

We can distinguish between approximate formulations of scientific laws by scientists and the 

real laws “out there,” the systems of regularities that scientists believe in even before they do 

their investigations. I have argued elsewhere that the real law is God’s speech, by which He 

rules the world.[50] All scientists actually rely on God. But, within our modern secularist 

environment, many scientists attempt to replace God by an impersonalist conception of law—

law is just a kind of cosmic mechanism.  
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The difference is more than academic. If the laws are impersonal and mechanistic, there can 

be no exceptions to observed regularities. On the other hand, if God as a personal God is 

governing the world, His personal purposes may include several dimensions. He is faithful in 

His governance, and His faithfulness leads to the regularities. At the same time, He is 

personally involved in relation to human beings, and His personal involvements and personal 

commitments may lead to special acts in accord with special purposes. No one can stop Him 

from working exceptionally if He wishes.  

XVI. Understanding the creation of human beings  

This view of God’s involvement has implications for Adam and Eve. It is up to God how He 

wants to go about creating the world. He is sovereign. He specifies all the laws that scientists 

later explore. He is not a victim or a prisoner of His own laws! He may if He wishes create 

new species through gradual processes; He may also create in unique ways.[51]  

God gave us the Bible in order to guide us. This guidance includes instruction concerning our 

understanding of who we are as human beings and our understanding of sin as rebellion 

against God and a disruption of an initially good creation. Most significantly, it also includes 

the good news of redemption from the pit of sin, accomplished by Christ. If we understand 

God’s purposes in this way from the Bible,[52] we may continue to have confidence that He 

gave us a reliable account when He spoke about Adam and Eve. They did exist, and they were 

specially created—“in the image of God.” Because of Adam’s fall, we are all subject to sin (1 

Corinthians 15:21-22; Romans 5:12-21). We must come to Christ for deliverance.  
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